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The workshop was held at the Turing Gateway to Math-
ematics (TGM) and the Isaac Newton Institute, Cam-
bridge, UK. It was planned and organised by Mike Cates
(Cambridge University), Rafi Blumenfeld (Imperial Col-
lege and NUDT) and Mark Warner (Cambridge Univer-
sity), together with Jane Leeks and Lissie Hope of the
TGM.

Sir Sam Edwards played a key role in establishing
soft matter physics. He understood that mathematical
methods from quantum field theory could be harnessed
to study this new class of materials on a more rigorous
basis. He combined his deep theoretical knowledge with
a clear view of the way that theoretical science can help
resolve practical engineering and industrial problems.
In addition to celebrating Sir Sam’s achievements, the
workshop aimed to commemorate, and develop fur-
ther, the spirit of his approach to science. Specific goals
were: (i) to highlight developments in theoretical phys -
ics and mathematical frameworks for modelling and
simulation of soft matter systems, with emphasis on
how these models can inform industrial processes, ma-
terials, and design; and (ii) to foster collaborative and
interdisciplinary approaches to maximise the impact of
emerging theoretical insights on currently outstanding
industrial problems.

The workshop attracted eminent scientists from
academia and industry [1], with the latter encouraged
to present key challenges, which can motivate future
theoretical work. The talks provided leading-edge ad-
vances and insights into soft matter systems and their
applications, building on the foundations laid by Sir
Sam Edwards. Scientific topics included both tradition-
al and novel polymeric materials; powders, glasses and
jammed materials; and interfacial soft matter such as
emulsions and colloidal gels. Current and potential ap-
plications areas for these systems include health, ener-
gy and environment, consumer goods, advanced mate-
rials, and foods. The workshop also featured an open
discussion, led by Robin Ball (Warwick University), on
how to get the best synergy between industry and the-
orists.

In the opening session, Tom McLeish (Durham Uni-
versity) gave his personal perspective on some of the
contributions of Sir Sam to the field of soft matter. In
the polymer session, chaired by Dame Julia Higgins (Im-
perial College), Monica Olvera de la Cruz (Northwestern

University) discussed new ways to control charged
nanostructures in polymer electrolytes, potentially ap-
plicable to polyelectrolyte batteries. Stuart Little (Cro-
da) presented an account of soft matter challenges in
the chemical industry and Kurt Kremer (MPI Mainz) dis-
cussed the importance of topological constraints in soft
matter. In a session on functional complex fluids,
chaired by Francoise Brochard-Wyart (Institute Curie),
J.-P. Bouchaud (Ecole Normale Superieure) showed that
stick-slip phenomena, jamming and economic crises
are phenomena that can be modelled with the concept
of synchronisation. Louise Bailey (Schlumberger) pre-
sented challenges in the oil and gas industry, which in-
clude fluidisation of particulate beds and transport of
particles in fluids. Glenn Fredrickson (UCSB and Mit-
subishi) showed that the field-theory-based ideas of
Sir Sam can be used to simulate complex structures in
polymeric systems. Geoff Maitland (Imperial College)
showed that the phases of clay inorganic nanoparticle
suspensions, which have many uses in the oil industry,
depend crucially on the particle shapes, sizes and
charges.

In the next session on granular materials, chaired
by Anita Mehta (Bose National Center), Matthieu Wyart
(EPFL), presented a model for excitations in disordered
particulate gels. Isabella Van Damme (Mars Chocolate)
reviewed the soft matter challenges in the confec-
tionary industry, in particular regarding flow of choco-
late dispersions. Hans Herrmann (ETH Zurich) addressed
the dynamics of granular systems, which under some
conditions can behave as collections of ball bearings,
and Jason Crain (NPL) discussed modelling and cognitive
computing for discovery of novel soft matter applica-
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Figure 1: Entanglement network.
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tions. In the last session on interfacial materials and
phenomena, chaired by Xue-Feng Yuan (National Super-
computing Center, Guangzhou), Jasna Brujic (NYU) pre-
sented experimental work on the application of pattern
formation and encapsulation to drug delivery. Simeon
Stoyanov (Unilever) addressed soft matter challenges in
surface science, especially related to the natural surfac-
tant Saponin. Masao Doi (Beihang University) presented
a new use of Onsager relations for dissipative processes,
showing example solutions of several industrially rele-
vant problems. David Andelman (Tel Aviv University)
presented recent progress using the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation in charged soft matter interfaces and dis-
cussed the challenges in going beyond this model.

On the second evening, a memorial event was held
in the chapel of Gonville and Caius College to celebrate
Sir Sam’s life. The event, organised by the college Dean
and Precenter, featured music that Sam liked, and in-
cluded heart-felt addresses by Robin Ball, Rafi Blumen-
feld and Mark Warner. The feedback from all partici-
pants was excellent, emphasising that there is much
potential in the idea of bringing together researchers

from industry and academia to present challenges and
offer advanced modelling solutions. The organisers
have decided to make this the first of a series of annual
workshops in broadly the same format. 

The organisers acknowledge gratefully: the finan-
cial support of the Cavendish Laboratory and Saint-
Gobain; the sponsored talks by Croda, Schlumberger,
Mars Chocolate and Unilever; the financial support of
Gonville and Caius college for the memorial event in
the college chapel; the efficient and smooth organisa-
tion of the TGM team; and the hospitality of the Isaac
Newton Institute.
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Continuing the preceeding rheological workshops in
2012 and 2014, the Institute of Polymer Research of the
Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht and Anton Paar Ger-
many GmbH organized a workshop on polymer rheol-
ogy for the third time. The scope of the workshop was
to give an overview on the basic and advanced experi-
mental rheological methods and to discuss the appli-
cation of these methods to complex technological and
applied phenomena. Above 30 participants from acad-
emia and industry joined the workshop which took
place on November 8 and 9 at the Helmholtz-Zentrum
Geesthacht.

In his welcome address, Torsten Brinkmann (De pu -
ty Head of the Institute of Polymer Research) presented
the research topics of the Institute which are devoted
to the development of new materials and processes for
membrane technology. The research of the Institute
comprises synthesis of novel polymers, characteriza-
tion of membranes (e.g., using microscopic tech-

niques), membrane fabrication and process develop-
ment. Hollow fiber spinning is one example for a mem-
brane fabrication process where rheological properties
play a key role. In his lecture, Andreas Eich (SI Analytics)
introduced the viscometric methods for determination
of the stationary viscosity of polymer solutions. He ex-
plained the use of different viscometers and also dis-
cussed the necessary steps for precise measurements.
In the subsequent lecture, Michael Schäffler (Anton
Paar Germany GmbH) presented the foundations and
basic experimental methods for determining the linear
viscoelastic properties of polymer solutions and melts.
Practical examples of typical rheological behaviour of
complex fluids were also given in his illustrative lecture.
Then Andreas Eich discussed in detail the linear vis-
coelastic properties of polymer melts and the use of the
time-temperature superposition principle. The applica-
tion and relevance of the relaxation time spectrum
were presented in detail.
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